Bacterial transfer of large functional genomic DNA into human cells.
Efficient transfer of chromosome-based vectors into mammalian cells is difficult, mostly due to their large size. Using a genetically engineered invasive Escherichia coli vector, alpha satellite DNA cloned in P1-based artificial chromosome was stably delivered into the HT1080 cell line and efficiently generated human artificial chromosomes de novo. Similarly, a large genomic cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) construct of 160 kb containing a portion of the CFTR gene was stably propagated in the bacterial vector and transferred into HT1080 cells where it was transcribed, and correctly spliced, indicating transfer of an intact and functional locus of at least 80 kb. These results demonstrate that bacteria allow the cloning, propagation and transfer of large intact and functional genomic DNA fragments and their subsequent direct delivery into cells for functional analysis. Such an approach opens new perspectives for gene therapy.